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S-phase cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) stimulate replication initiation and accelerate progression through the
replication timing program, but it is unknown which CDK substrates are responsible for these effects. CDK
phosphorylation of the replication factor TICRR (TopBP1-interacting checkpoint and replication regulator)/
TRESLIN is required for DNA replication. We show here that phosphorylated TICRR is limiting for S-phase
progression. Overexpression of a TICRR mutant with phosphomimetic mutations at two key CDK-phosphory-
lated residues (TICRRTESE) stimulates DNA synthesis and shortens S phase by increasing replication initiation.
This effect requires the TICRR region that is necessary for its interaction with MDM two-binding protein.
Expression of TICRRTESE does not grossly alter the spatial organization of replication forks in the nucleus but does
increase replication clusters and the number of replication forks within each cluster. In contrast to CDK
hyperactivation, the acceleration of S-phase progression by TICRRTESE does not induce DNA damage. These
results show that CDK can stimulate initiation and compress the replication timing program by phosphorylating
a single protein, suggesting a simple mechanism by which S-phase length is controlled.
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S-phase length in metazoans can vary by two orders of
magnitude, but the mechanisms that determine the
duration of S phase and the consequences of deregulating
the kinetics of S-phase progression are not fully under-
stood. Extreme variation in S-phase length is best de-
scribed in egg-laying animals, but mammals also show
changes in the duration of S phase during embryonic
development. In Xenopus laevis and Drosophila mela-
nogaster, life begins with a series of rapid cell cycles with
S phases lasting <20 min (Blumenthal et al. 1974; Satoh
1977). In contrast, somatic cells in those species take as
long as 10 h to complete S phase (Dolfini et al. 1970;
Uzbekov et al. 1998). In mammals, S phase during
gastrulation is as short as 2 h, whereas S phase in rapidly
dividing mammalian cells later in development is;7–8 h
long (Mac Auley et al. 1993; Alexiades and Cepko 1996).
The function of prolonging S phase more than its shortest
possible duration is unknown. Oncogenic mutations that
abnormally accelerate DNA replication typically cause
DNA damage during S phase, suggesting that the speed of

S-phase progression is a hardwired property of a cell (Di
Micco et al. 2006). The mechanisms that govern the
speed of S-phase progression and the factors that limit
that speed have implications for both embryonic devel-
opment and tumorigenesis.
The genome is replicated through the concerted activ-

ity of tens of thousands of replication forks, and the rate
of S-phase progression is greatly affected by the overall
number of forks that initiate. Potential sites for replica-
tion initiation are marked in the G1 phase of the cell
cycle, when replication origins are ‘‘licensed’’ through the
loading of two complexes of Mcm2–7 proteins (Chong
et al. 1995). The Mcm2–7 complex is an essential com-
ponent of the replicative helicase, but the Mcm2–7
complexes are dormant until they are activated during S
phase in a process called initiation (Li and Araki 2013).
Theoretically, the maximum number of initiation events
is set by the quantity of origins licensed in G1. In reality,
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only a small fraction of Mcm2–7 loaded onto DNA during
G1 is activated, so the level of initiation plays a key role
in determining fork number (Ge et al. 2007).
Initiation is a highly regulated process that requires the

S-phase kinases and numerous initiation factors. In
eukaryotes, two families of S-phase kinases called DDKs
(Dbf4-dependent kinases) and CDKs (cyclin-dependent
kinases) are required for initiation (Tanaka and Araki
2013). The DDKs phosphorylate multiple subunits of the
Mcm2–7 complex to promote activation of the helicase
(Tanaka and Araki 2013). MCM phosphorylation by DDKs
is highly conserved in eukaryotes, but it appears that the
mechanism by which CDKs stimulate initiation in higher
eukaryotes has diverged significantly (Masai et al. 2000,
2006; Cho et al. 2006; Montagnoli et al. 2006). Most of
what is known about the function of CDK in initiation
is from studies in yeast. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
the S-phase CDKs (S-CDKs) phosphorylate two proteins
called Sld2 and Sld3 (synthetically lethal with Dpb11-1),
and phosphorylation of these proteins promotes their
physical interactions with a scaffolding protein called
Dpb11 (Masumoto et al. 2002; Tak et al. 2006; Tanaka
et al. 2007; Zegerman and Diffley 2007). Phosphorylation
of the Sld2 and Sld3 proteins is both necessary and suffi-
cient for initiation, as mutations that bypass the require-
ment for CDK to promote the Sld2/3–Dpb11 interactions
also largely bypass the requirement for CDK in initiation
(Tanaka et al. 2007; Zegerman and Diffley 2007). The
biochemical function of Sld2 and Sld3 in initiation is still
unclear, and although CDKs are also essential for initia-
tion in higher eukaryotes, the function of CDK in initia-
tion in metazoans is not well understood.
Given the importance of Sld2 and Sld3 in regulating

initiation in yeast, substantial effort has been made to
identify their homologs in metazoans. Sld2 is homolo-
gous to the N terminus of a vertebrate RecQ-like DNA
helicase (RecQL4) (Sangrithi et al. 2005; Matsuno et al.
2006). Like Sld2, RecQL4 is required for initiation and
physically interacts with TopBP1, which is the vertebrate
homolog of Dpb11. The RecQL4–TopBP1 interaction is
not dependent on CDK phosphorylation though, so the
key functions of CDK in initiation are still not entirely
known (Matsuno et al. 2006). Several metazoan proteins
have been proposed to be analogs or homologs of Sld3 (Fu
and Walter 2010). Recently, a protein called TICRR
(TopBP1-interacting checkpoint and replication regula-
tor)/TRESLIN was discovered in a genetic screen in
zebrafish and through screening for novel TopBP1 inter-
actors (Kumagai et al. 2010; Sansam et al. 2010). TICRR is
required for replication initiation, is phosphorylated by
CDK, and has weak sequence similarity to Sld3 (Sanchez-
Pulido et al. 2010; Sansam et al. 2010). Like Sld3, phos-
phorylation of TICRR on two residues stimulates its
interaction with TopBP1, and mutation of those two
residues abrogates replication initiation in human cells
(Boos et al. 2011; Kumagai et al. 2011). Although TICRR
phosphorylation by CDK is essential for replication initi-
ation, CDK phosphorylates many proteins, so whether
TICRR is a key rate-limiting substrate for initiation is
unknown (Chi et al. 2008; Pagliuca et al. 2011).

In addition to driving initiation at individual replica-
tion origins, CDK also regulates the spatiotemporal
pattern of replication in the nucleus. Replication forks
are spatially clustered in the nucleus into thousands of
replication foci or ‘‘factories.’’ In somatic cells, replica-
tion factories form throughout S phase according to
a stereotypical spatiotemporal pattern. Euchromatin rep-
licates early in foci spread throughout the interior of the
nucleus, whereas heterochromatin replicates later, begin-
ning at the periphery of the nucleus and the nucleoli and
then finishing in large patches in the interior of the
nucleus. Although it is known that the replication timing
program reflects delayed initiation of late replicating
sequences, it is unknown how the replication timing
program is executed. Using an in vitro system in which
replication of permeabilized CHO nuclei is driven by
CDK and initiation factors from X. laevis egg extracts,
Thomson et al. (2010) showed that CDK activity is
limiting for both the number of forks that initiate and
the rate of progression through the timing program.
Importantly, fork number could be uncoupled from
timing program progression by titrating CDK activity to
intermediate levels. This suggested that CDK might
control the number of forks and the rate of progression
through the timing program by phosphorylating distinct
sets of substrates.
In this study, we investigated whether TICRR phosphor-

ylation by CDK influences S-phase length and, if so,
whether it does so by regulating fork number and/or
progression through the replication timing program. To
test the effect of deregulating TICRR phosphorylation, we
expressed a phosphomimetic TICRR mutant in human
cells. This mutant caused an overall increase in DNA
synthesis by stimulating initiation. Expression of the
TICRR phosphomimetic does not significantly alter the
overall spatiotemporal patterns of replication but does
increase the number of subnuclear replication foci and
the rate of replication in each focus. The mutant also
shortens S phase, demonstrating that increased TICRR
phosphorylation by CDK both increases initiation and
accelerates progression through the replication timing pro-
gram. Unexpectedly, we found no sign of increased DNA
damage in cells expressing the TICRR phosphomimetic.
Taken together, these results reveal that S-phase length can
be controlled by a rather simple signaling mechanism.
Through phosphorylation of a single substrate, CDK can
change the length of S phase by altering fork number and
the rate of progression through the timing program.

Results

Expression of a phosphomimetic TICRR mutant
stimulates DNA replication

In yeast and X. laevis, homologs of TICRR are among
several initiation factors that are limiting for replication
initiation (Mantiero et al. 2011; Collart et al. 2013). TICRR
is also phosphorylated by CDK on two residues (T969 and
S1001), and CDK is limiting for S-phase progression
(Boos et al. 2011; Kumagai et al. 2011). Therefore, we
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sought to determine the importance of TICRR expression
levels and phosphorylation for S-phase length in human
cells. We generated human U2OS osteosarcoma cell lines
in which overexpression of wild-type TICRR, a TICRR
phosphomimetic in which T969 and S1001 were mutated
to glutamic acid (TICRRTESE), or a TICRR phosphomu-
tant (TICRRTASA) could be induced with doxycycline
from a single genomic locus (Fig. 1A). To provide readout
of expression on a single-cell level, we fused the TICRR
coding sequences to enhanced green fluorescent protein

(EGFP) and the foot andmouth disease virus 2A sequence,
enabling multicistronic expression of EGFP and TICRR
(Fig. 1A). The 2A sequence was fused to theN terminus of
TICRR, so only a single proline would be added to TICRR
after cotranslational cleavage of the proteins. Clones
were selected based on having a single sharp peak of
EGFP expression as measured by fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS), and all of the clones used had similar
levels of EGFP after induction (Fig. 1B). Transgene expres-
sionwas further evaluated by quantitative immunoblotting
(Fig. 1C). All of the transgenes used in these studies had
silent mutations in an siRNA-binding site so that the
ability of the exogenous proteins to rescue endogenous
TICRR knockdown could be tested.
We first tested whether the overexpressed wild-type

TICRR could rescue endogenous TICRR knockdown.
Transfection with a TICRR siRNA caused a strong re-
duction in endogenous TICRR protein expression, whereas
the expression of siRNA-resistant TICRR in the transgenic
cell lines was unaffected (Fig. 1D; Supplemental Fig. S1).
Consistent with published work, wild-type TICRR rescued
a DNA replication defect caused by knockdown of its
endogenous counterpart, showing that this protein is
functional (Fig. 1E,F; Kumagai et al. 2011). To determine
whether overexpression of wild-type TICRR stimulates
DNA replication, we quantified the amount of incorporated
ethynyl deoxyuridine (EdU) after a 15-min pulse with the
thymidine analog (Fig. 1E,F). Overexpression of wild-type
TICRR did not increase EdU incorporation, so expression of
TICRR is not limiting for DNA replication initiation.
CDK is limiting for replication initiation, but the

pivotal CDK substrates that drive DNA replication were
unknown (Beck et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2013). As phos-
phorylation of TICRR T969 and S1001 is known to be
essential for DNA replication, we asked whether increas-
ing the level of phosphorylated TICRR would be suffi-
cient to stimulate replication initiation and S-phase
progression (Boos et al. 2011; Kumagai et al. 2011). To
answer this question, we examined whether the phos-
phomimetic form of TICRR (TICRRTESE) could stimulate
DNA replication with or without knockdown of endog-
enous TICRR. When endogenous TICRR was present,
TICRRTESE caused a reproducible increase in EdU in-
corporation (1.7-fold increase) (Fig 1E–H). Unexpectedly,
the siRNA-resistant TICRRTESE transgene protein was
incapable of rescuing the DNA replication defect in
TICRR knockdown cells (Fig. 1E–H). We were concerned
that, instead of acting as an activated form of the protein,
TICRRTESE could be titrating away an inhibitor of endog-
enous TICRR, thereby stimulating DNA replication
artificially. To test this hypothesis, we generated stable
cell lines expressing only the TICRR phosphomimetic
region (TICRR 954–1016 and TICRRTESE 954–1016) fused
to EGFP and containing a nuclear localization sequence
(Supplemental Fig. S2A,B). If TICRRTESE titrates an in-
hibitor of DNA replication, then truncated TICRRTESE

(954–1016) should act in the same manner. However,
overexpression of TICRRTESE (954–1016) did not stimu-
late DNA replication (Supplemental Fig. S2C). To further
test the hypothesis, we generated an additional set of

Figure 1. Expression of a phosphomimetic TICRR mutant
stimulates DNA replication. (A) Schematic of TICRR protein.
(CIT) Conserved in TICRR/Treslin; (M) middle domain; (S)
SLD3/TICRR/TRESLIN domain. Mutation sites at phosphory-
lated residues T969 and S1001 are shown. (B) Stable transgenic
lines were evaluated for EGFP expression by flow cytometry
48 h after 6doxycycline (Dox) treatment. The histogram displays
blue peaks (U2OS parental), green peaks (EGFP2A-TICRR �Dox),
and red peaks (EGFP2A-TICRR +Dox). (C) U2OS control (lane 1)
and clones expressing Dox-induced TICRR (lanes 2–4) were
analyzed by immunoblotting for TICRR and TOPOIIa. (Bottom)
TICRR expression was quantified and normalized to TOPOIIa.
(D) TICRR protein expression levels in U2OS control and
TICRR transgenic cells transfected with control siRNA (C;
lanes 1,3,5,7) or TICRR siRNA (T; lanes 2,4,6,8) were analyzed
by immunoblotting. (E) EdU incorporation and DNA content
following siRNA knockdown of TICRR. Cells were analyzed
using flow cytometry 96 h after siRNA treatment. (F) Mean
EdU-positive signal intensity of replicate data from E was
quantified and normalized to U2OS. Error bars represent stan-
dard deviation of the mean. P-values were calculated using two-
way ANOVA. (G) TICRRTESE expression results in increased
mean EdU-positive signal intensity compared with control cells.
(H) Quantification of mean EdU signal intensity data from
G. Error bars represent standard deviation of the mean. P-values
were calculated using the paired t-test.
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stable cell lines overexpressing TICRR or TICRRTESE

with a smaller deletion (Supplemental Fig. S2A,B). Boos
et al. (2013) showed that deletion of the TICRRMdomain
(TICRR DM) abrogates TICRR function. We found that
TICRRTESE DM also fails to stimulate DNA replication
(Supplemental Fig. S2C). These results demonstrate that
TICRRTESE does not stimulate replication by sequester-
ing an inhibitor of replication and instead acts as an
activated form of the protein. Nonetheless, the failure of
TICRRTESE to rescue the TICRR knockdown phenotype
indicates that the protein is not fully functional and that
the dephosphorylated form of the protein may also be
necessary for DNA replication. However, the increase in
EdU incorporation caused by the TICRRTESE transgene
indicates that the levels of CDK-phosphorylated TICRR
are rate-limiting for DNA replication.
We then examined whether a mutation precluding

phosphorylation of T969 and S1001 in TICRR would
stimulate DNA replication by testing the corresponding
double-alanine mutant (Fig. 1A). As previously reported,
the TICRRTASA mutant failed to rescue the DNA repli-
cation defect caused by knockdown of endogenous
TICRR (Fig. 1E,F; Boos et al. 2011; Kumagai et al. 2011).
Unlike TICRRTESE, TICRRTASA does not stimulate DNA
replication, demonstrating that this is an effect specific to
the phosphomimetic mutant (Fig. 1E,F). Importantly, the
failure of wild-type or TICRRTASA to cause increased
DNA replication was not due to lower expression levels
of those proteins, as we quantified the TICRR levels in all
three clones and found that TICRRTESE was expressed
at a slightly lower level than wild-type TICRR or
TICRRTASA (Fig. 1C). Overall, these results demonstrate
that the amount of phosphorylated TICRR in the cell is lim-
iting for the rate of DNA replication. This result prompted
us to examine the mechanism by which TICRRTESE

stimulates replication initiation and the effect of the
TICRRTESE transgene on overall S-phase progression.

Fork rate is unchanged in TICRRTESE cells

TICRR is essential for replication initiation, so we
hypothesized that the increased DNA synthesis in
TICRRTESE cells was caused by the initiation of more
forks (Kumagai et al. 2010; Sansam et al. 2010). An
alternate model is that TICRRTESE increases fork rate.
To test this, we used DNA fiber labeling. Newly repli-
cated DNAwas labeled by sequentially treating cells with
two different thymidine analogs: iododeoxyuridine (IdU)
followed by chlorodeoxyuridine (CldU). Ongoing replica-
tion tracts were identified as adjacent IdU–CldU signals
on individual DNA strands. Fork rate should be pro-
portional to the length of the IdU label in tracts from
ongoing replication forks (Fig. 2A). The mean IdU tract
length in U2OS cells with or without TICRRTESE expres-
sion is indistinguishable, demonstrating that TICRRTESE

does not increase synthesis by increasing fork rate (Fig.
2B). We next scored our labeled DNA fibers for percent
initiation events out of total labeled fibers. We found that
TICRRTESE cells had a significantly higher percentage of
initiation events compared with control cells (3.6%

U2OS vs. 7.0% TESE; P = .0003, two-tailed t-test) (Fig.
2C). Importantly, the level of increase in initiation is
consistent with the increased level of EdU incorporation
that we measured by FACS (1.7-fold increase) (Fig 1E–H).

TICRRTESE increases the quantity of both replication
factories and forks

OurDNA fiber labeling data are consistentwithTICRRTESE

stimulating replication initiation to increase the number of
simultaneously active replication forks. Replication forks
fire in clusters that are organized into subnuclear foci
called replication factories. Most replication factories
contain between five and 50 forks (Berezney et al. 2000).
Little is known about what regulates the number of foci
or the number of forks within each focus. CDK has been
proposed to regulate foci number and fork number
separately, but the CDK substrates controlling the orga-
nization of forks into foci are unknown (Thomson et al.
2010). Therefore, to understand whether CDK controls
the spatiotemporal pattern of initiation through TICRR,
we asked whether the number and/or intensity of EdU
foci was increased in TICRRTESE-expressing cells.
First, we examined whether TICRRTESE altered the

spatiotemporal pattern of replication factories. We counted
asynchronously growing EdU-labeled TICRRTESE cells
that have each of the five patterns characteristic of early,
early/mid, mid, mid/late, or late S-phase. We found that
TICRRTESE caused no difference in the proportions of
cells with each of these patterns (Fig. 3A). We then asked
whether TICRRTESE caused a change in the intensity or
number of replication foci. EdU-labeled nuclei were imaged
using confocal microscopy, and the mean fluorescence

Figure 2. The fork rate is unchanged in TICRRTESE cells. (A)
Fork rates were quantified by measuring IdU tract lengths on
DNA fibers. (B) Fork speed (kilobases per minute) is normalized
to U2OS. The whiskers display minimum and maximum
values. (C) Initiation events were identified as adjacent CldU–
IdU–CldU signals on individual DNA strands and are quanti-
fied as a percentage of all labeled structures (% First Origin).
P-values were calculated using the paired t-test.
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intensity of individual EdU-labeled foci was quantified.
Consistent with TICRRTESE increasing the rate of DNA
replication, we found that the intensity of individual foci
was higher in cells expressing TICRRTESE (1.4-fold) com-
pared with control U2OS or wild-type TICRR-expressing
cells (1.0), indicating that there is a higher number of
replication forks clustered within each focus (Fig. 3B).
We then counted the number of foci and found that the
average number of foci per nucleus was greater for
TICRRTESE cells (459) than for U2OS (388) or wild-type
TICRR (393) cells (Fig. 3C). These results indicate that
altering the level of phosphorylated TICRR does not
affect the higher-order nuclear organization of replica-
tion factories. In contrast, phosphomimetic TICRR
stimulates both factory activation and fork initiation
within a factory.

TICRRTESE does not cause DNA damage

Broad deregulation of CDK in mammalian cells generally
causes DNA damage that impedes S-phase progression.
One mechanism by which CDK causes DNA damage is
through increased DNA replication initiation, so we
predicted that TICRRTESE would also cause DNA dam-
age. To determine whether TICRRTESE-expressing cells
showed signs of DNA damage checkpoint activation, we
first counted the number of foci of S139-phosphorylated
Histone H2AX (gH2AX), which is a marker of dsDNA
breaks. In the absence of any exogenous damage, both
U2OS and TICRRTESE-expressing cells showed a very low
level of gH2AX foci, indicating that TICRRTESE expres-
sion does not cause increased DNA damage or replication
stress (Fig. 4A).We and others have previously shown that
TICRR loss causes a DNA damage checkpoint defect, so
we wanted to test whether the failure to see increased

H2AX phosphorylation was due to TICRRTESE interfering
with the checkpoint response (Sansam et al. 2010; Hassan
et al. 2013). Exposure of U2OS cells with or without
TICRRTESE to ionizing radiation (IR) to cause dsDNA
breaks resulted in a similar increase in gH2AX foci,
indicating that TICRRTESE does not interfere with
H2AX phosphorylation in response to DNA damage
(Fig. 4B). We then examined the phosphorylation of
Chk1 on Ser345, a second marker for activation of
checkpoint responses to DNA damage or replication
stress (Fig. 4C,D). The amount of Chk1(S345) phosphor-
ylation was barely detectable in U2OS cells with or
without TICRRTESE. Replication stress triggered by hy-
droxyurea treatment reproducibly increased Chk1(S345)
phosphorylation in TICRRTESE cells, demonstrating that
Chk1 phosphorylation was not impaired by TICRRTESE

expression (Fig. 4C,D). In fact, TICRRTESE caused a mod-
est increase in the amount of Chk1 phosphorylation upon
hydroxyurea exposure, possibly because the increased
number of replication forks generates a stronger check-
point response (Fig. 4D). Consistent with no observed
DNA damage checkpoint activation, the viability and
proliferation rate of TICRRTESE cells over 5 d did not differ
fromU2OS cells without the transgene (Fig. 4E). The lack
of DNA damage and normal proliferation of TICRRTESE

cells is in stark contrast to damage and impaired cell
cycle progression caused by oncogenes and general
S-CDK deregulation (Bartkova et al. 2005; Di Micco
et al. 2006; Tane and Chibazakura 2009; Beck et al.
2012; Jones et al. 2013).

Figure 3. TICRRTESE cells have more sites of DNA replication
and increased DNA replication within each site. Asynchronous
U2OS, wild-type (WT) TICRR, or TICRRTESE-expressing cells
were pulse-labeled with EdU for 15 min and stained using click
chemistry on slides to identify replication foci. Confocal images
of at least 500 individual cells for each type were analyzed for
replication pattern (A), mean focus intensity normalized to
U2OS (B), and average focus number per nucleus (C). The box-
and-whisker plot displays minimum to maximum data. P-values
were calculated using ANOVA.

Figure 4. Expression of TICRRTESE does not lead to DNA
damage and does not impair checkpoint function. (A) Unper-
turbed U2OS and TICRRTESE cells were stained for phosphory-
lated H2AX (S139). The total number of individual foci in each
cell was counted (U2OS mean = 45; TESE mean = 39). (B) H2AX
phosphorylation in both U2OS and TICRRTESE were analyzed
following exposure to 2.5 Gy of ionizing radiation. (C) TICRRTESE

cells respond to replication stress by inducing phosphorylated
Chk1 (S345). Immunoblot of phospho-Chk1 (S345) and total
Chk1 from U2OS (lanes 1,2), uninduced TICRRTESE (lanes 3,4),
and induced TICRRTESE (lanes 5,6) cells with or without treatment
with hydroxyurea. (D) Graph of replicate experiments from C.
Error bars represent standard deviation. (E) U2OS and TICRRTESE

cells were plated at low density and monitored daily for pro-
liferation using the WST-1 reagent.
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TICRRTESE shortens S phase

The effect of increasing CDK activity on S-phase length
has been difficult to study in mammalian cells because
the DNA damage caused by increasing CDK activity
impairs S-phase progression. We showed that TICRRTESE

stimulates replication without causing DNA damage,
suggesting that the level of phosphorylated TICRR might
be a key determinant of S-phase length. In fact, one
explanation for the higher quantity of replication
factories in TICRRTESE-expressing cells could be that
TICRRTESE is shortening S phase by compressing the
spatiotemporal replication program. Given that CDK has
been shown to increase both the number of origins that
fire and the rate at which cells progress through the
replication timing program in vitro, we hypothesized that
both of these aspects of S-phase control occur through
TICRR phosphorylation (Thomson et al. 2010). To test
this hypothesis, we measured the rate of S-phase entry
and exit in TICRRTESE-expressing cells. If TICRR phos-
phorylation is the mechanism by which CDK controls
both fork initiation and progression through the timing
program, then TICRRTESE should shorten S phase. Alter-
natively, if CDK controls progression through the timing
program via other substrates, then the timing of late
origin firing would not be advanced; thus, TICRRTESE

would have minimal effect on S-phase length.
Consistent with cells progressing more rapidly

through S phase, we observed an overall decrease in
the percentage of cells in S phase and a corresponding
increase in the percentage of cells in G1 (Supplemental
Fig. S3). To more accurately measure the effect of
TICRRTESE on the duration of S phase, we first moni-
tored the progression of EdU-labeled cells through S
phase and into G2 using flow cytometry. Asynchro-
nously growing U2OS cells with or without TICRRTESE

were pulse-labeled with EdU for 15 min and then in-
cubated for up to 5 h before FACS analysis (Fig. 5A). The
majority of EdU-positive cells reached 4N DNA content
by 5 h following the EdU pulse, and the rate at which
TICRRTESE-expressing cells accumulated 4N DNA
appeared faster than for U2OS cells. To quantify this
effect, we measured the percentage of EdU-positive cells
that were within a narrow 4N DNA content gate at each
time point. Five hours after the pulse, 47% of TICRRTESE

cells were within the 4N gate, whereas only 40% of the
U2OS cells were scored as 4N. Importantly, the rate at
which EdU-labeled TICRRTESE cells became 4N was
1.4-fold greater than that of the U2OS cells (6.1 6 0.46 vs.
4.3 6 0.53; P = 0.012 ANCOVA) (Fig. 5B).
We were concerned that simply having 4N DNA

content may be an inaccurate way of scoring S-phase
completion, especially considering that very late repli-
cating DNA might make up a small fraction of the
genome. Thus, we took a second approach to measuring
the rate of S-phase exit, in which cells were sequentially
labeled with two thymidine analogs: BrdU and EdU.
First, cells were continuously labeled with BrdU for up
to 8 h and then were pulse-labeled with EdU for 20 min
(Fig. 5C). BrdU was immunolabeled with an anti-BrdU

antibody (Fig. 5D, red), whereas EdU was labeled using
click chemistry with Alexa488-azide (Fig. 5D, green). The
click reaction does not label BrdU, so the BrdU-only cells
could be unambiguously scored as having exited S-phase
between the first and second labeling periods (Fig. 5D, red-
only cells). Importantly, each cell was visually scored at
high magnification (403), so cells in late S phase were not
likely to be scored as G2 cells. To assess the rate of S-phase
entry, we measured the change in the percentage of cells
that were labeled with either BrdU or EdU over time (Fig.
5E). The rate at which cells became BrdU- or EdU-positive
was the same with or without TICRRTESE expression, so
TICRRTESE does not change the rate of S-phase entry. In
contrast, the percentage of cells that exited S phase (BrdU-
only cells) increased at a greater rate in the TICRRTESE

cells than in the U2OS cells (3.549 6 0.45 vs. 2.04 6 0.39;
P = 0.012 ANCOVA) (Fig. 5F). Based on the immunoflu-
orescence data, we calculated that TICRRTESE shortened
S phase 1.5-fold, from 18.8 h to 12.8 h. Based on both
S-phase length experiments, we estimate that TICRRTESE-
expressing cells exit S phase 1.4–1.7 times faster. Importantly,

Figure 5. TICRRTESE cells display accelerated S-phase progres-
sion. (A) U2OS, TICRRWT, and TICRRTESE cells were pulsed
with EdU and collected at 1-h intervals for cell cycle analysis by
FACS. EdU profiles for U2OS and TICRRWT cells at 0, 2, and 4 h
following pulse. The percent of EdU-positive cells falling within
a narrow 4N gate are shown. (B) Quantification of FACS data
shown in A. Error bars represent standard deviation of the mean.
(C) Schematic of a BrdU/EdU double-label experiment. Cells
were cultured for 0–8 h in BrdU to continuously label all S-phase
cells and then pulsed with EdU for 15 min prior to fixation
for immunofluorescence. (D) Example of BrdU/EdU double-
labeled cells. BrdU-positive cells are labeled in red; EdU-positive
cells are labeled in green. Red-only cells have exited S phase,
whereas green or red/green cells are in S phase. (E) The rate of
S-phase entry is not affected by TICRRTESE, as measured by the
accumulation of all labeled cells over time. (F) The rate of
S-phase exit is accelerated in TICRRTESE cells, as measured by
the percentage of BrdU-only positive cells over time. Error bars
represent standard deviation. P-values were calculated using
ANCOVA.
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this is consistent with the 1.7-fold increase in
EdU incorporation in TICRRTESE cells versus U2OS cells.
These data indicate that fork number and the rate of
timing program progression can be stimulated through
increased phosphorylation and expression of a single
CDK substrate.

TICRR is a key CDK substrate

To determine whether TICRR/Treslin phosphorylation is
a key regulator of CDK, we challenged phosphomimetic
TICRRTESE cells to acute CDK2 inhibition with 20 mM
NU6102 and asked whether TICRRTESE could sustain
DNA replication. Although control U2OS and overex-
pressing wild-type TICRR cells displayed sharp reduc-
tions in EdU incorporation within 1 h of NU6102
treatment (reduced 40% [P < 0.01, ANOVA] and 60%
[P < 0.0001], respectively), TICRRTESE cells largely
bypassed the requirement for CDK2 and displayed only
a modest reduction in EdU incorporation (20% reduction
[P = 0.028]) (Fig. 6A,B).
Replication initiation requires the activity of both

CDK2 and DDK. DDK has been shown to be essential
for loading Sld3 onto origins in budding yeast (Heller et al.
2011; Tanaka et al. 2011). To test whether TICRRTESE

generally deregulates initiation, we treated cells with
a DDK inhibitor and evaluated them for EdU incorporation.
Treatment with 5 mM PHA767491 for 1 h did not signifi-
cantly reduce EdU incorporation in U2OS (P = 0.92,

ANOVA) or wild-type TICRR (P = 0.73) cells. In contrast,
DDK inhibition reduced EdU incorporation by 40% in
TICRRTESE cells (P = 0.0006, ANOVA) (Fig. 6C). These
results demonstrate that TICRRTESE specifically deregulates
CDK control over DNA replication initiation, supporting
that TICRR is a pivotal substrate for CDK during S phase.

CDK deregulation causes hyperreplication and DNA
damage through the phosphorylation of multiple
substrates

Others have reported that increased S-CDK activity stim-
ulates initiation and causes DNA damage, yet we found
that TICRRTESE stimulates initiation without causing
damage (Bartkova et al. 2005; Beck et al. 2012; Jones et al.
2013). We wanted to directly compare the effects of
TICRRTESE with general CDK deregulation, so we used an
inhibitor of the Wee1 kinase on wild-type and TICRRTESE-
expressing U2OS cells. Wee1 normally restrains CDK2
activity by phosphorylating its ATP-binding domain, and
inhibition of Wee1 rapidly stimulates CDK2 and causes
hyperreplication (Beck et al. 2012). By using a highly specific
Wee1 inhibitor (MK-1775), we acutely stimulated CDK and
measured the immediate effects onDNAreplication, TICRR
phosphorylation, and DNA damage. Wee1 also negatively
regulates mitotic CDK1, so prolonged Wee1 inhibition
might deregulate mitotic entry. Importantly, we did not
observe a gross increase in the number of rounded semi-
attached cells after 1 h of MK-1775 treatment, indicating
that brief treatment with the drug does not cause high
levels of premature mitotic entry in U2OS cells (data not
shown). We treated U2OS cells with MK-1775 for 1 h only
and measured EdU incorporation during the final 15 min.
Consistent with previous reports, MK-1775 treatment
rapidly increases EdU incorporation (Fig. 7A). MK-1775
also causes an increase in the electrophoretic mobility of
TICRR, indicating that the protein is hyperphosphory-
lated (Fig. 7B). Unlike expression of phosphomimetic
TICRR protein, MK-1775 treatment rapidly induces
H2AX phosphorylation in S-phase cells, demonstrating
that the increased replication is associated with DNA
damage (Fig. 7C).
One possibility is that the DNA damage caused by high

CDK activity is due to hyperphosphorylation of multiple
substrates, and deregulation of TICRR alone is insuffi-
cient to cause DNA damage. We measured the amount of
EdU incorporation in cells treated with MK-1775 versus
cells overexpressing wild-type TICRR or TICRRTESE.
First, Wee1 inhibition caused a greater increase in EdU
incorporation than that caused by TICRRTESE expression
(2.9-fold and 1.7-fold, respectively) (Fig. 7D,E). This in-
dicates that while TICRR (T969;S1001) phosphorylation
is limiting for initiation, the hyperphosphorylation of
additional proteins or additional TICRR residues by CDK
is required for maximal DNA replication. Wild-type
TICRR or TICRRTESE expression with Wee1 inhibition
does not stimulate EdU incorporation more than Wee1
inhibition alone, so another factor besides TICRR may
become limiting for replication upon Wee1 inhibition
(Fig. 7D,E). These results show that cells are highly

Figure 6. CDK2 inhibition of DNA replication is largely
bypassed by TICRRTESE. (A) EdU profiles for untreated TICRRWT

and TICRRTESE cells (left panels) and cells treated with the CDK2
inhibitor NU6102 (right panel, overlay). (B) Replicate data from A
displayed graphically. Mean EdU-positive signal intensity was
normalized to U2OS control. Error bars represent standard
deviation. (C) Replicate data of EdU profiles for untreated
U2OS, TICRRWT, and TICRRTESE cells and cells treated with
the DDK inhibitor PHA76749. Mean EdU-positive signal in-
tensity was normalized to U2OS control. Error bars represent
standard deviation.
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sensitive to S-CDK hyperactivation, but the rate of
S-phase progression can be safely controlled through
varying the levels of phosphorylated TICRR alone.

Discussion

Despite the central importance of CDK in DNA replica-
tion initiation, we know little about the substrates that
are critical for its function. The length of S phase is
affected by CDK in two ways: First, CDK activity de-
termines the number of forks that fire, and second, CDK
controls the timing of origin firing. We expressed a phos-
phomimetic TICRR mutant in cell culture and showed
how TICRR phosphorylation is pivotal for both of these
two aspects of CDK function. Remarkably, TICRRTESE

expression is sufficient to stimulate DNA synthesis.
DNA fiber labeling revealed that the increase in DNA
synthesis is not due to an increase in fork rate, so it must
be caused by an increased number of simultaneously
active forks, consistent with the observed increase in
initiation events. The general spatiotemporal patterns of
replication foci are not grossly perturbed by TICRRTESE,
but both focus intensity and number are increased. The
increase in focus intensity suggests that more forks are
clustered in each replication factory. The increased num-
ber of simultaneously active foci indicates that the

spatiotemporal replication program is compressed. Con-
sistent with the increase in fork number and compression
of the spatiotemporal timing program, S phase is shortened
in TICRRTESE-expressing cells. These effects on the repli-
cation timing program all occur without increased DNA
damage. In contrast, general deregulation of CDK, through
the inhibition of Wee1, causes higher levels of DNA
synthesis and DNA damage. Taken together, these data
suggest that TICRR is a key CDK target and that TICRR
phosphorylation by itself is a mechanism by which CDK
can drive the number and timing of forks without causing
DNA damage and thereby vary the length of S phase.

Does TICRRTESE overexpression mimic naturally
CDK-phosphorylated TICRR?

We cannot yet reconcile the ability of TICRRTESE to
stimulate DNA synthesis with its inability to rescue
endogenous TICRR knockdown. We speculate that
TICRR has two roles in DNA replication initiation, and
TICRRTESE is active in only one of those roles. Consistent
with this hypothesis, yeast Sld3 functions in two separa-
ble steps. First, Sld3 binds to Cdc45 and is recruited
to replication origins in a DDK-dependent manner
(Kamimura et al. 2001; Heller et al. 2011; Tanaka et al.
2011). Next, CDK phosphorylates Sld3, causing it to
associate with Dpb11 (Tanaka et al. 2007; Zegerman
and Diffley 2007; Fukuura et al. 2011). In S. cerevisiae,
if preinitiation complexes are exposed to CDK prior to
DDK, DNA replication does not occur (Heller et al. 2011).
It has been proposed that this requisite sequential DDK–
CDK activity ensures that helicases assemble only on
origins and not in solution (Heller et al. 2011). It is
unknown how CDK inhibits the later activity of DDK.
Possibly, phosphorylation of Sld3 by CDK prevents the
DDK-dependent recruitment of Sld3–Cdc45 onto origins.
If TICRR also acts in sequential DDK- and CDK-dependent
steps, then the TESE mutations might mimic the effect of
adding CDK prior to DDK and would be unable to load
CDC45 onto origins. This would explain why TICRRTESE

does not rescue TICRR knockdown. Future work is needed
to determine whether TICRR is loaded in G1 by DDK and
whether this loading is inhibited by prior phosphorylation
of S1001 and T969 by CDK.

CDK can control factory activation and fork initiation
through phosphorylation of a single substrate

Our results provide key insight into how CDK controls
the rate at which cells progress through the spatiotem-
poral timing program. A previous study suggested that
CDK might control the activation of replication foci or
‘‘factories’’ through a different substrate than that re-
quired to induce initiation at individual origins, yet our
experiments reveal that TICRR phosphorylation controls
the quantities of both replication forks and foci (Thomson
et al. 2010). Thomson et al. (2010) used X. laevis extracts
to drive an accelerated S phase in mammalian nuclei and
showed that both the number of simultaneously active
replication factories and the number of forks clustered in

Figure 7. Hyperactivation of S-CDK through wee1 inhibition is
associated with DNA damage. (A) EdU profiles for untreated and
MK-1775-treated U2OS cells. (B) Immunoblotting of endoge-
nous TICRR protein in untreated (lane 1) and MK-1775-treated
(lane 2) U2OS cells. An electrophoretic mobility shift is indicated.
(C) U2OS control, U2OS + MK-1775 (1 h), and TICRRTESE +
MK-1775 (1 h) were immunostained for H2AX (S139). (D)
Comparison of TICRRWT and TICRRTESE alone or following
MK-1775 treatment for 1 h. EdU cell cycle profiles show that
the increased EdU intensity observed in TICRRTESE can be
further enhanced by the 1-h treatment with MK-1775. No
difference was observed between TICRRWT and TICRRTESE cells
treated with MK-1775. (E) Replicate data from D displayed
graphically. Mean EdU-positive signal intensity was normalized
to U2OS control. Error bars represent standard deviation.
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each factory were dependent on CDK activity levels in
the extracts. Intriguingly, factory number was more
sensitive to changes in CDK levels than fork number,
demonstrating that these two aspects of replication
control could be uncoupled. Our results show that TICRR
phosphorylation controls the number of forks per focus
and the overall number of foci. The fact that a single CDK
substrate controls initiation at individual origins and
focus number strongly suggests that fork initiation
drives focus activation. Our results do not fully explain
the differential sensitivity of foci and forks to CDK
levels though. Thomson et al. (2010) proposed that their
results could also be explained if the first forks to
initiate in a focus required the highest CDK activity,
possibly because a single fork changes the surrounding
chromatin in a way that makes further initiation occur
more easily. Our results are consistent with this hy-
pothesis, but we cannot rule out the possibility that
TICRR controls fork initiation and factory activation
through distinct mechanisms.

TICRR and the control of S-phase length

Although we found that deregulation of TICRR phos-
phorylation by itself can significantly affect S-phase
length, previous studies have suggested that S-phase
length control in vertebrates is more complex. In X.
laevis, a sharp extension in S-phase length occurs during
early embryonic development, and, at the same time, the
level of four proteins necessary for DDK and CDK
signaling are reduced (Collart et al. 2013). This suggests
that S-phase lengthening is caused by the reduced expres-
sion of these four factors. Consistent with this hypothe-
sis, by increasing the expression of any three of those four
initiation factors, S-phase lengthening in X. laevis em-
bryos is prevented. In contrast, overexpression of any one
of the four limiting factors has no effect on S-phase
length. Three of those four factors are TICRR, RecQL4,
and TopBP1. Given that TopBP1 physically interacts with
TICRR and RecQL4, overexpression of these three factors
is likely to drive the formation of these protein com-
plexes. Like in X. laevis, we show that, in human cells,
overexpression of wild-type TICRR by itself is insuffi-
cient to stimulate DNA replication. In contrast, the
TICRRTESE phosphomimetic mutant can shorten S phase.
Our results, consistent with the work of Collart et al.
(2013), support a model in which S-phase length can be
controlled through TICRR phosphorylation, and the
important effect of TICRR phosphorylation is to promote
the formation of TICRR–TopBP1 complexes (Kumagai
et al. 2011). Notably, TICRRTESE overexpression can
suppress the effects of CDK2 inhibition but not DDK
inhibition. This suggests that DNA replication could be
further stimulated by increasing DDK activity. Although
we show that shortening S phase through TICRRTESE

overexpression has no appreciable harmful effect on
human cells in culture, this is not likely to be the case
during embryonic development. Overexpression of the
four limiting initiation factors in X. laevis leads to
gastrulation defects and embryonic lethality (Collart

et al. 2013). TICRRTESE was also overexpressed in our
system, so it is still unknownwhether increasing the pool
of phosphorylated TICRR expressed at normal levels
would have the same effect. Nonetheless, overexpression
of TICRRTESE has revealed how critical phosphorylated
TICRR is for controlling DNA replication initiation, and
the TICRRTESE mutant will likely serve as a useful tool
for studying the effects of deregulating CDK control over
S-phase length during embryonic development.
Investigations of S-phase length control in early D.

melanogaster embryos also show that CDK plays a central
role in regulating the duration of S phase during de-
velopment but possibly does so through a different
mechanism. S phase is lengthened during early D.
melanogaster development through a delay in the initi-
ation of the replication of satellite sequences (Shermoen
et al. 2010). Surprisingly, the onset of this delay depends
on the down-regulation of CDK1, a form of CDK that is
normally thought to function during mitosis (Farrell et al.
2012). The mechanism by which CDK1 can advance the
replication of satellite sequences is unknown, but one
possibility is that late replication origins are resistant to
activation by CDK2 and are instead activated by a distinct
CDK1-dependent mechanism. This hypothesis is not
supported by our data, as TICRRTESE can shorten S phase.
This indicates that the timing of both early and late
origins is controlled through TICRR phosphorylation,
which can be catalyzed by CDK2. We propose that
CDK1 also works through an Sld3/TICRR homolog in
flies by either priming Sld3/TICRR to be activated by
CDK2 or phosphorylating that protein at the same sites as
CDK1 but with higher efficiency. Indeed, CDK1 can
substitute for CDK2 in replication initiation in mice,
but there is no evidence that CDK1 stimulates initiation
more efficiently than CDK2 (Berthet et al. 2003; Ortega
et al. 2003). Unfortunately, a homolog of Sld3/TICRR has
not been identified in D. melanogaster, so testing this
hypothesis in flies awaits its discovery.

The existence of an intrinsic replication ‘speed limit’

Hyperactivation of CDK stimulates replication and causes
DNA damage, so it was unexpected that TICRRTESE could
stimulate replication without damaging DNA. There are
at least two explanations for this discrepancy. First, the
DNA damage caused by CDK deregulation is unlikely to
be caused by increased initiation by itself. For example,
hyperactivation of CDK can suppress homologous recom-
bination repair of DNA breaks, so deregulating CDK
might cause DNA damage by both stimulating replica-
tion and inhibiting repair (Krajewska et al. 2013). Of
course, the level of increased replication is likely to be
an important factor. Our results suggest that cells have
a safe range of replication speed, and exceeding that speed
limit results in DNA damage. TICRRTESE stimulates the
rate of DNA replication nearly twofold and does not cause
DNA damage. In contrast, Wee1 inhibition stimulates
replication threefold and causes DNA damage, and the
rate of replication cannot be further stimulated by addi-
tional TICRRTESE expression. We propose that TICRRTESE
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stimulates replication to a level that is safe for U2OS cells,
whereas Wee1 inhibition exceeds that level.
The existence of an intrinsic replication ‘‘speed limit’’

raises several questions. First, what determines the speed
limit? The limit is likely set by the abundance of certain
limiting factors in the cell. One candidate for such a factor
would be licensed origins. Excess licensed origins act as
a safeguard against fork collapse, and even amodest (50%)
reduction in licensed origins causes cells to be sensitive
to replication stress (Ge et al. 2007). It is still unclear
exactly how many excess licensed origins a mammalian
somatic cell has, but based on estimates of Orc andMCM
protein levels in mammalian cells, a threefold increase in
replication initiation might deplete spare licensed ori-
gins, thereby preventing the rescue of collapsed forks
(Wong et al. 2011). Another candidate for a limiting
replication factor is nucleotide levels, as increasing
nucleotide levels has been shown to suppress the DNA
damage associated with higher than normal rates of DNA
replication in mammalian cells and yeast (Mantiero et al.
2011). The U2OS cells used in this study have oncogenic
mutations (such as p16 deficiency) and may have adapted
to the harmful effects of hyperreplication. Thus, a second
interesting question is: Do different cell types have
different levels of that limiting factor and hence different
replication speed limits? If so, this could have important
implications for tumorigenesis, since hyperreplication-
induced DNA damage is thought to be an important early
step in tumor progression. Thus, the replication speed
limit of a cell could be a critical factor influencing its
susceptibility to oncogenic transformation.

Materials and methods

Plasmid construction

For the full-length and DM TICRR constructs, overlapping
DNA fragments encoding EGFP, the foot and mouth disease
virus 2A (TLNFDLLKLAGDVESNP) sequence, and the human
TICRR cDNA (Sansam et al. 2010) were cloned into pcDNA5/
FRT/TO (Invitrogen) using isothermal assembly (Gibson et al.
2009). The 954–1016 wild-type and TESE constructs were
generated with isothermal assembly to combine EGFP, wild-
type, or TESE synthetic 954–1016 TICRR fragments with
a C-terminal SV-40 nuclear localization signal and pcDNA5/
FRT/TO. Point mutations or deletions to disrupt the TICRR
siRNA target sequence, alter the T969 and S1001 phosphoryla-
tion sites, or delete the M domain (amino acids 300–592) were
generated using synthetic DNA constructs (G blocks) (IDT),
which were inserted into pcDNA5/FRT/TO-EGFP-2A-TICRR
using isothermal assembly.

Cell lines and transfections

For stable TICRR mutant lines, U2OS Flp-In TRex cells (gift of
Jeffrey Parvin) were cotransfected with Flp recombinase (Invi-
trogen, pOG44) and TICRR constructs using TransIT-LT1 re-
agent (Mirus Bio). Stably integrated clones were grown in DMEM
with 10% FBS and selected with 100 mg/mL hygromycin. To
induce expression of TICRR constructs, 2.5 mg/mL doxycycline
(Enzo) was added to the medium for 24–96 h. The TICRR
siRNA (CCUGUUACGCCAAAGAAACUGUUUA) (Kumagai

et al. 2010) or a control siRNA (lowGC) (Stealth siRNAs)
were purchased from Life Technologies and transfected with
RNAimax (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturers’
instructions.

FACS analysis

For EGFP signal evaluation, cells were harvested and resus-
pended in PBS. For EdU labeling experiments, cells were pulsed
with 20 mM EdU for 15 min, harvested, and prepared for flow
cytometry using click chemistry with Alexa647 (Life Technolo-
gies). DNAwas stained with propidium iodide (PI) (Sigma). FACS
acquisition was conducted on a FACSCalibur (Becton-Dickinson,
BD) and analyzed by FlowJo (Tree Star, Inc.).

Immunofluorescence

For EdU label experiments, cells were pulsed with 20 mM EdU
(15 min), harvested, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), and
processed using click chemistry. Images were acquired with
a Zeiss AxioObserver inverted microscope equipped with
a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER camera and a Yokogawa CSU confocal
scanner. EdU foci were counted in unprocessed 0.28-mm z-stacks
using the FociPicker3D algorithm (Du et al. 2011). The focus
intensity was calculated as the mean intensity of all pixels
within a focus. Each focus intensity was normalized to the mean
intensity of all foci from a match sample of parental U2OS cells.
For EdU/BrdU double-label experiments, cells were pulsed with
20 mM BrdU (15 min), washed with PBS, and maintained in
medium for the designated times. Cells were then pulsed with 20
mM EdU (15 min), washed, and fixed in 4% PFA. Cells were
permeabilized with 0.05% Triton X-100, blocked with 1% bovine
serum albumin (BSA), and treated with 2NHCl for 15min prior to
antibody labeling (BD, clone 44). EdU was detected using click
chemistry (Alexa488). For H2AX, cells were incubated on ice in
permeabilization buffer (0.5% Triton X-100, 20 mMHEPES at pH
7.9, 50 mMNaCl, 3 mMMgCl2, 300 mM sucrose) fixed with 2%
PFA for 20min, fixedwith methanol for 10min, and blocked with
3% BSA prior to antibody labeling (Upstate Biotechnology, H2AX
S139). DNA was stained with DAPI (Molecular Probes). Image
acquisition was done on a Zeiss Axioplan2.

Fiber labeling

Cells were labeled for 20 min with 25 mM IdU followed by 250
mM CldU for an additional 20 min, harvested, and placed on ice.
They were then washed in ice-cold PBS and resuspended at 250
cells per microliter. Labeled cells were diluted 1:8 with unlabeled
cells, and 2 mL of the mixture was lysed in 5 mL of buffer (0.5%
SDS, 50 mM EDTA, 200 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.4) on the slide.
DNA fibers were stretched by putting the slides at 21°–45°,
ensuring that the drop reached the bottom of the slide within
5 min. Slides were air-dried, fixed in 3:1 methanol/acetic
acid solution, and stored overnight. Next, slides were placed
in 2.5N HCl for 80 min prior to antibody labeling. Anti-BrdU
(BD) was used at 1:25 to detect IdU, and anti-BrdU (Abcam,
ab6326) was used at 1:400 to detect CldU. ssDNA was counter-
stained using Millipore mAB3034 antibody. Slides were imaged
at 633 (Zeiss).

Antibodies used for immunoblotting

Antibodies used for immunoblotting were Ticrr (Bethyl Labora-
tories), TopoIIa (Enzo Life Sciences), anti-phospho-Chk1(S345)
(Cell Signaling), and Chk1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).
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Selective inhibitors used in cell culture

Selective inhibitors used in cell culture were MK-1775
(Selleck Chemical) and NU6102 and PHA767491 (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology).
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